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By Sheryl J Anderson

Ignition Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. This Sleuth in the City stays on her toes as Anderson keeps the story lighthearted and
fast-paced --Publishers Weekly Elements of chick lit--the New York setting, the many brand names,
lots of shopping, the emphasis on relationship problems--give the novel appeal beyond mystery
fans. This third in a series is a quick, fun read. --Booklist It takes a special kind of best friend to
realize that what you need most in your life is a murder investigation. Advice columnist Molly
Forrester is still trying to break through as a journalist, and her best friends are completely--if a little
ghoulishly--supportive. And when Manhattan advertising maverick Garth Henderson is murdered,
she just might finally get that chance with this juicy assignment: an exclusive interview with Gwen
Lincoln, the victim s ex-wife and the prime suspect. Was the murder a calculated business move, a
crime of passion, or something more sinister? Is the killer lurking among the employees of the rival
advertising firm Garth just purchased? Or among The Harem, his six beautiful, talented, and
ruthlessly competitive creative directors? Or on the staff of fashion designer...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most awesome book i actually have read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this book to
understand.
-- Ethel Mills-- Ethel Mills

This sort of pdf is everything and got me to searching forward and a lot more. Of course, it is engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing
literature. I realized this ebook from my i and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- Miss B ella  V olkm a n Sr .-- Miss B ella  V olkm a n Sr .
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